“SWIM TEAM 101”
Reading entries list and heat sheets, marking
your child with Sharpie for an event,
descriptions of the events and relays

HEAT SHEET
These will be multiple pages and
have all the events that all
swimmers on the team are
swimming in the order of the meet.

FOR THE RELAY EVENTS
#10 is the EVENT NUMBER and the
specifics of the event, in this case a 200
yd Medley Relay
HEAT 1– there can be multiple heats in
an event
LANE 2 FINS-GA – our lane for these
swimmers from our team, and the list of
the swimmers in that relay.
Each relay is different– there are the
Freestyle relays, where everyone swims
freestyle, Medley relays, Individual
medleys. I will explain these differences
later.

INDIVIDUAL EVENTS
#22 is the EVENT NUMBER for the
50 yd FREESTYLE
-

The HEATS the swimmers will be
swimming in (pools have 6 lanes, so
up to 6 swimmers at a time)

-

The LANE your ( or in this case, MY
swimmer will be in…. Listing his
name, team and SEED TIME (NT
means NO TIME)

HEAT SHEET PAGE
See if you can read this now…..

The fastest swimmers are usually in
the first heat, and towards the
middle of the pool, so the fastest
overall swimmers are in lanes 3
and 4 in heat 1…and it goes on
from there. If they are entered as
NT (no time) they go in the last
heat, and it just means we have no
recorded time for them swimming
that event.

THIS IS FROM AN
ENTRIES LIST
Before the final HEAT SHEET is
approved, we get ENTRIES LISTS–
these will tell you some general
information about what your child
is swimming at the meet

HOW TO READ THE
ENTRIES LIST
-Your childs name, age and
number of events swimming
(Ind/Rel:3/2 means 3 individual
events and 2 relay events, which is
the league maximum for any
swimmer)
-the events your child is swimming
the numbers after the relay
indicate which LEG of the relay
they are swimming, 1st, 2nd 3rd and
4th
The POSSIBLE heat and lane
assignments… these will not be
finalized until the night of the meet
at 5:30pm, so don’t completely
count on these yet!

MARKING CHILDREN
FOR A MEET
Use ONLY a BLACK PERMANENT
SHARPIE

Apply sunscreen BEFORE the
sharpie and let it dry (sunscreen
removes sharpie!)
Write their NAME and LAST initial
and their AGE on their RIGHT
SHOULDER– this helps the
COACHES and the SHEPHERDS find
the right child for the events
Make sure their SUIT, TSHIRTS SWIM
CAPS AND TOWELS have their
names in them as well…on the
next slide we will show you how to
mark their ARM like you see here in
the photo…

MARKING UP ARMS (OR
LEGS)
This goes on your childs FOREARM or
upper thigh (most use forearm)
E- EVENT (#10,22, 32, etc from heat
sheet or entries list)
H-HEAT (1st, 2nd, etc)

L-LANE (the lane they need to report
to also from heat sheet/entries list)
S-STROKE (back, breast, (butter)fly ,
free, MR (medley relay) IM
(individual medley )



Freestyle – the “crawl”, all ages do this
stroke



Backstroke- all ages do this stroke



Breaststroke- 7-8yrs old and up



(Butter)Fly- 7-8yrs old and up



Medley Relay- Stroke Order is
(1)BACK,(2)BREAST,(3)FLY (4)FREE



Individual Medley- Stroke order is (1)FLY,
(2)BACK, (3)BREAST (4)FREE



Free Relay- all ages, all swimmers swim
freestyle



CRESCENDO-(event #77) the last relay of the
meet, one swimmer from each age group,
all doing freestyle– this usually involves a lot
of excited yelling and jumping and team
spirit!

EVENTS AND STROKES
Your child may be put in to swim
ANY stroke the coaches feel they
are competent at

